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Executive Summary
Citizens for Protecting Our Northern Waterways (CPONW) has been active since 2019 recognizing the
need to reach out to the public about the threat of Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS). The AIS Prevention
Initiative, funded by the Fish and Wildlife Enhancement Fund (FWEF), delivered grass roots public
awareness at key locations in northern Manitoba focusing on preventing the spread of zebra mussels.
Originally targeted to start in 2020, the initiative was delayed due to Covid-19 public health orders and
was undertaken in 2021. Outreach first targeted northern lodge owners with a letter encouraging them
to include AIS information on their websites/social media and share this information with clients prior to
arriving at their lodge. Recognizing the importance of digital and social media, the CPONW website was
expanded and a Facebook page was developed. The website became the cornerstone for housing zebra
mussel/AIS related information and traffic increased by close to 70% compared to 2020, with 97% being
new visitors. Facebook proved to be a very effective tool with posts reaching up to 600 people, and was
almost entirely responsible for traffic being drawn to the CPONW website. Working with The Pas Rotary
Club, an enhanced signage project was undertaken to focus public awareness on what needs to be done
when watercraft have been in a Control Zone, with specific reference to the Saskatchewan River. Locally
specific signs were developed and placed at 13 boat launch sites including at the Saskatchewan River in
The Pas and several surrounding lakes. A key summer activity was hosting nine outdoor events at six
public boat launch sites where contact and discussion occurred with over 150 people and 68 watercraft.
This was augmented with three additional awareness events held in The Pas that reached an additional
88 people. Collectively CPONW contributed close to 200 volunteer hours toward these events. An
evaluation of the work undertaken is provided including lessons learned to guide future activities. A
financial report is provided and includes an overview of actual costs vs. budgeted and a breakdown of
costs by project category.

Introduction/Background
Preventing the spread of Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS) into pristine waters is critical to ensuring healthy
aquatic ecosystems, healthy fish habitat and sustainable native fish stocks. It is well documented that
when AIS, in particular zebra mussels, are introduced into a water body changes to the aquatic
ecosystem occurs. This includes clearing of the water column resulting in changes to the food web and
the submerged vegetation community. These changes have significant implications to the native fish
community including the impact on growth rates and the production of fish, subsequently recreational
and commercial fishing.
Additional impacts of zebra mussels include the clogging of private and municipal water intake pipes,
the build-up of zebra mussels on watercraft, docks and beaches. These impacts can have a serious
financial implication to local residents and municipal governments through maintenance costs to
maintain water intake and water related equipment.
Key to preventing the spread of AIS is public awareness. The purpose of this project was to deliver grass
roots awareness at key locations within the NW Region and beyond, with a focus on preventing the
spread of zebra mussels into Clearwater Lake, Rocky Lake, Lake Athapapuskow, the Grass River system,
Paint Lake and surrounding waterways.
The main objective of the project was to enhance public awareness by preparing and disseminating easy
to read/plain language written material; building capacity though hosting watercraft inspection
seminars, and; targeted outreach efforts by attending various public events.
Originally targeted for delivery in 2020, the project was delayed until 2021 due to Covid-19. Further, due
to the ongoing implications of Covid-19, planned indoor events such as leisure/trade shows and planned
watercraft inspection training could not take place. As such, efforts were re-directed to focus on
activities where Covid-19 protocols could be adhered to. Following is a summary of these activities.
Project Activities
Outreach to northern lodges – Most guests to lodges in Northern Manitoba are from the United States
and southern Manitoba where zebra mussels and other AIS are widespread. Recognizing lodge owners
are an important group to promote the importance of preventing the spread of AIS, in April we prepared
and distributed a letter to 19 lodge owners. This letter outlined the issue and encouraged them to
include this important information on their respective websites, social media, and recommended they
provide information on practices and requirements to prevent the spread of AIS to their clients prior to
coming north (see Appendix 1).
Distribution of Resource Material - In the spring, CPONW members assembled several AIS awareness
information sheets and distributed copies to numerous vendors and public venues. This included local
gas stations, tackle shops, marine dealers, lodges and the Rural Municipality and Local Government
District. Distributing this information provided the opportunity to discuss who CPONW is, what we do,
the threat of zebra mussel invasion, and the important role of the public and watercraft owners to
prevent the spread.
Expanded Website/Facebook - Recognizing the importance of digital and social media, in combination
with challenges to reach out to the public in person due to Covid 19, we enhanced our website and
established a Facebook page. Specific to the website, we expanded the site to include information on
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proper Clean-Drain-Dry protocols, created a link to the government inspection decontamination hours,
added a page outlining our contributors (including FWEF), started a blog, added relevant news and
profiled CPONW activities. This website has become the cornerstone of information created by and/or
profiled by our group https://www.zebramusselprevention.com/.
To assess the benefit of the web site, we looked at the number of different visitors who viewed the site
(unique visitors) from April – October in 2021 vs. 2020. Unique visitors increased 69% between years
with 97% being new. In terms of where these visitors reside, 78% were from Canada, 10% from the USA
with the balance (12%) from locations outside of N.A. Of the Canadian visitors, most (66%) were from
within Manitoba (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Distribution of unique visitors to the CPONW website (from WIX analytics).
In late July, a Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/CPONW01 was established to expand our
outreach, draw people to our website, provide relevant news items, and advertise upcoming CPONW
events. This proved to be a very effective tool in reaching the public, starting with 40 followers and
growing to 60 from the end of July to November, with posts reaching up to 600 people. Further,
Facebook was almost entirely responsible for traffic being drawn to the CPONW website. This reach was
immediate with significant interest being held through the middle of September when traffic lightened,
likely due to the reduced number of posts as fall approached (information based on Facebook page
insights).
Rotary Sign Initiative - In early March we were contacted by The Pas Rotary Club who were interested in
learning about Zebra Mussels and other AIS, and the risk to the local area. This conversation resulted in
a virtual “zoom” presentation to the Club on March 16th. The presentation was well received and during
the Q&A session members expressed considerable interest in supporting a local project. Following this
presentation, we discussed potential project ideas with Rotary and determined there was a need for
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enhanced signage at targeted locations close to The Pas. The result was a successful, separate project,
funded entirely by The Pas Rotary Club (independent of funds associated with this FWEF initiative).
This project complimented the goals of CPONW and supported the objectives of the FWEF funded
project. This initiative focused on public signage explaining what needs to be done when watercraft
have been in a Zebra Mussel infected Control Zone, with specific reference to the Saskatchewan River.
We identified key watercraft launch sites in close proximity to the Saskatchewan River (Figure 2) and
worked with the town of The Pas and Manitoba Parks staff to determine the best location for sign
placement on town property and within Clearwater Provincial Park. We also worked with the Manitoba
AIS Unit to ensure wording was consistent with Provincial messaging and legislation.

Figure 2. Locations of Rotary supported sign placement.
The result was the development and placement of signs at the following locations:
• A large (3’x4’) sign at the boat launch on the Saskatchewan River in The Pas.
• Smaller signs (18”x24’) placed at launches at Clearwater Lake (5), Cormorant Lake (1), Landry Lake
(1), North Moose Lake (1), Red Rock Creek (1), Rocky Lake (2) site) and Barbe Lake (1).
Examples of these signs are provided in Appendix 2.
To celebrate, and launch, this initiative, a local “photo-op” and press event was held in June at the boat
launch at The Pas that profiled the sign at The Pas, support of The Pas Rotary Club, and the work of
CPONW including with the AIS Unit (Figure 3.). The article which was included in the Opasquia Times on
June 30th, 2021 is included Appendix 3.
Custom Outreach Material - To augment the existing government AIS written material, we prepared two
additional written pieces to share with the public via our CPONW website and at in-person events.
These pieces focused on the fundamentals of Clean-Drain-Dry protocols and plain language information
on zebra mussels, their impact, and what needs to be done to prevent the spread. These are provided in
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Appendix 4. In addition, promotional “hand-outs” in the form of bumper stickers and hand towels were
designed and purchased for use at public outreach events (Figure 4).

Figure 3. CPONW members receive donation from The Pas Rotary Club

Figure 4. Promotional Hand-outs
Outdoor Outreach - In July, the Provincial Covid 19 related restrictions were adjusted to allow for
outdoor outreach events. In anticipation of this announcement, we were prepared to hold these at
several public boat launch sites. Sites were selected based on location (e.g., the upper reaches of the
watershed) and level of use by the boating public (target sites of known high use). All events took place
on the week-end at times when high traffic was anticipated (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Location of boat launch outreach events, summer 2021.
When at these sites, a table was set up and manned with members of CPONW along with hand out
materials on zebra mussels and other AIS, what watercraft owners need to do to help prevent the
spread, samples of zebra mussels, and several give-a-ways to help promote CPONW and remind people
of the importance of this issue (Figure 6.)

Figure 6. Example of set-up at boat launch event.
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In total, we held nine boat launch events from July to September averaging just under three hours per
event, reaching over 150 people associated with 68 different watercraft. Each event was hosted by two
CPONW volunteers who, collectively, logged over 85 volunteer hours (Table 1). For the purpose of this
report, watercraft include boats, personal watercraft (e.g., Sea-doo®), canoes and kayaks. Of note is for
events held within Provincial Parks, a Special Events Permit was obtained from Manitoba Parks.
Table 1. Summary of boat launch events held, summer 2021.
Boat Launch
Date(s)
Hrs. of
Volunteers
Site
Operation
Bakers Narrows July 4
2.0
2
Clearwater Lake July 10
3.5
2
st
1 Cranberry
July 10, Aug 1,
3.0, 3.0, 2.5
2,2,2 (6)
Lake
Sept 6
(8.5)
Iskwasum
July 17, Sept 5
2.5, 0.5 (3.0)
2,1 (3)
Wekusko Falls
July 24
3.5
2
Rocky Lake
Aug 7
4
2
Total
9
24.5
17
*Recorded as the number of people interactions/number of watercraft.

Volunteer
Hrs.
4
7
51

Interactions*

9
7
8

23/10
20/9
15/7

86

154/68

11/3
35/13
50/26

In addition, we set up at Extra Foods in The Pas to capture pre - Labour Day shopping traffic, as well as
two other outdoor events held in The Pas (Vendor and Culture Days) with the latter being located close
to the Saskatchewan River boat launch. The intent of these events was to capture the local public as well
as those from distant communities such as Grand Rapids. This resulted in an additional 88 public
interactions and 19 volunteer hours. Details of these events are provided in Table 2. During the The Pas
Vendor Days the local newspaper recorded the event which included an interview with CPONW
volunteers and subsequently posted on YouTube (1.25-4.5 min).
https://m.youtube.com/watch?fbclid=IwAR0nrundVHarIhzcapdYAo_vhyshsUSmi3tYNIIFTgikE5erNJjEEnXWvg&v=7rFOyhmqL-M&feature=youtu.be
Comparing the two, the general public events resulted in greater public interaction (9.3 public
interactions/hour vs. 6.2), while the boat launch events specifically targeted watercraft owners. Both
types of activities offer important contact opportunities with a range of interested people.
Table 2. Summary of public outreach activities held in The Pas.
Event
Date
Hrs. of
Volunteers
Operation
Extra Foods
Sept 3
2.5
2
Vendor Days
Sept 11
4.5
2
Culture Days
Oct 02
2.5
2
Total
9
9.5
*Recorded as the number of people interactions
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Volunteer
Hrs.
5
9
5

Interactions
*
27
43
18

19

88

In summary, despite having a narrow window of time for public outreach due to Covid, collectively we
contributed over 100 volunteer hours and reached over 240 people, of which 68 were associated with
watercraft.
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Evaluation and Lessons Learned
Based on activities undertaken, following is a brief evaluation and thoughts for future endeavors.
Social Media - With the addition of the CPONW Facebook page, the reach to the public increased
substantially and drew more people to our expanded website for more information. Going forward,
thoughtful targeting using Facebook, in combination with videos using YouTube, will help expand
CPONW outreach capabilities.
Public Outreach - Regardless of outreach event, public feedback was positive noting the printed
information was helpful to expand their knowledge of zebra mussels and associated impacts. Having
samples of actual zebra mussels proved to be a very powerful tool allowing people to have an in-person
experience vs. through pictures. It was not uncommon for people to comment “so that’s what they look
like”! In the future, having more samples of zebra mussels (e.g., zebra mussel covered boat propellers)
will enhance take-home messaging.
Although people indicated they knew about zebra mussels, and did not want them in our waters, most
did not have a full understanding of what needs to be done to prevent the spread. This included a
general lack of knowledge of proper Clean – Drain – Dry protocols and understanding the differences of
what needs to be done between a control zone and waters outside of a control zone. There was also
interest in knowing the status of zebra mussel presence in local waters.
In addition, although people appreciated the importance of the government watercraft inspection and
decontamination stations, most expressed disappointment in the hours of operation. Greater exposure
and emphasis on the Clean – Drain - Dry – Protocols, the status of zebra mussels in local lakes, and
information the on inspection and decontamination stations is clearly needed.
Boat Launch vs. General Public Events - We undertook outreach activities at boat launch and general
public venues/events. Both types of activities offer direct contact with a range of interested people and
should continue.
Specific to boat launches, although difficult to time due to a variety of reasons, including the weather,
these events provide the opportunity to observe watercraft owner behaviour relative to Clean – Drain –
Dry. In some cases, we noted limited adherence to cleaning watercraft and trailers once pulled out of
the water (e.g., aquatic vegetation). Although most people pulled the plug from their boats, lowering
the motor to completely drain the water was not typically not done. In the future, observing owner
behaviour and engaging in dialogue to discuss proper Clean – Drain – Dry protocols should be
emphasised.
Financial Report
The original budget, submitted with the FEWF application, was prepared just as the Covid 19 pandemic
was becoming a significant issue. In addition, the approval of our application was delayed until midsummer 2020, followed by other delays resulting in the Grant Funding Agreement being signed in mid
December. As such, some of the planned activities as identified in the grant application did not take
place. However, prior to the approval of our proposed project, we hosted a watercraft inspection
training seminar in July 2020, and met with both The Pas and Flin Flon town councils where we
presented information on the threat of zebra mussels (and other AIS) and what can be done to prevent
the spread. Both of these activities were part of the original project proposal.
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With the continuation of Covid-19 in 2021, and associated restrictions relative to indoor public events
(e.g., leisure trade shows), we re-directed our planning and outreach efforts to focus on outdoor events
and enhanced communication efforts. This change resulted in the need to adjust our budget
expenditures as outlined in the FWEF Grant Funding Agreement. We requested, and secured,
permission from the FWEF Grant Administrator to adjust our budget accordingly.
A summary of project contributions is provided in Table 3, including the holdback funds being held by
the FWEF. Note the significant variance in the cash expenditures from funds provided by the LUD of
Cranberry Portage. This is because most of reduced funding from the LUD and some funds were
expended in 2020, prior to the execution of the Grant Funding Agreement. A significant variance in the
CPONW in-kind contributions was also realized due to the cancellation of the planned indoor events due
to Covid-19, including leisure/trade shows and in-person community/cottager association meetings.
Table 3. Summary of project contributions, total vs. budget as submitted.
Project Contributions
LUD of Cranberry Portage
FWEF
CPONW
Funds received to date
Holdback Funds (FWEF)
Total
*23 Volunteer days

Cash
76
3,935
$4,011
437
$4,448

Budget (as
Total
submitted)
Variance $
76
1,750
-96%
3,935
3,935
0%
3,213
3213
5,040*
-36%

In-Kind

$3,213

437
$7,661

437
$11,162

0%
-32%

A summary of expenditures by project category is provided in Table 4. The significant negative variance
in the in-kind staffing/personnel, transportation and other costs is a reflection of the cancelled indoor
events as noted above. The plus variance in communication and materials, supplies and equipment costs
are a direct result of re-directed planning and outreach efforts to outdoor events and enhanced
communication efforts.
Table 4. Summary of Project Expenditures by Category, total vs. budget as submitted.
TOTAL PROJECT
EXPENDITURES

CASH

Staffing and Personnel Costs

IN-KIND

TOTAL

BUDGET
(as submitted)

2,013

2,013

3,840

-48%

1,200

2,168

1,800

+21%

Variance

Communication Costs

968

Transportation Costs

946

946

2,872

-69%

Materials, Supplies, Equipment Costs

2,417

2,417

1,650

+46%

Other Costs (hall rentals, meals etc.)

117

117

1,000

-88%

Total

$4,448

$7,661

$11,162

-32%

$3,213

Detailed project expenditures by project category are provided in Appendix 5. Specific information
relative to the individual expenditures outlined in Appendix 5 is available upon request.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1: Letter to Northern Lodges
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Appendix 2. Example signs - Rotary Sign Initiative (left 3’x4’; right 18’x24’)

Appendix 3. Opasquia Times Article
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Appendix 4. Custom Outreach Informational Fact Sheets
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Appendix 5. Detailed Project Expenditures*
Project Expenditures by Category

Cash

In - kind

Total

Staffing and Personnel
CPONW volunteer time

2,013

Sub-total

2,013

$2013

Communications
CPONW volunteer time

1200

Promo hand towels with messaging

536.20

Business cards with messaging

92.66

Bumper Stickers with messaging

339.15

Sub total

968.01

1200

$2168.01

Transportation costs
Mileage expenses (@.58/km)

946.00

$946.00

Materials, supplies, equipment
Vests including crest

688.37

Flags, flag base, table runners (3 sets)

923.25

Shelter canopies (3)

552.12

Printing

228.70

Postal charges

24.66

Sub total

2417.10

$2417.1

Other
Special events permit - Parks

26.25

Covid supplies (masks, hand sanitizer)

15.66

Hall Rental

75.00

Sub total

116.91

$116.91

Total
$4447.93
$3,213
$7,661.02
* Specific information relative to the individual expenditures outlined is available upon request.
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